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Abstract

A process based model integrating the effects of UV-B radiation to molecular

level processes and their consequences to whole plant growth and development

was developed from key parameters in the published literature. Model simula-

tions showed that UV-B radiation induced changes in plant metabolic and/or

photosynthesis rates can result in plant growth inhibitions. The costs of effec-

tive epidermal UV-B radiation absorptive compounds did not result in any sig-

nificant changes in plant growth, but any associated metabolic costs effectively

reduced the potential plant biomass. The model showed significant interactions

between UV-B radiation effects and temperature and any factor leading to inhi-

bition of photosynthetic production or plant growth during the midday, but

the effects were not cumulative for all factors. Vegetative growth were signifi-

cantly delayed in species that do not exhibit reproductive cycles during a grow-

ing season, but vegetative growth and reproductive yield in species completing

their life cycle in one growing season did not appear to be delayed more than

2–5 days, probably within the natural variability of the life cycles for many spe-

cies. This is the first model to integrate the effects of increased UV-B radiation

through molecular level processes and their consequences to whole plant

growth and development.

Introduction

Integration among various ecological processes and scaling

among various levels of organization are inherent in ecol-

ogy and pose major challenges in understanding the conse-

quences of global environmental problems (Levin 1992).

Although research on integrating ecological levels has been

done (Clark 1990), many ecological studies are still short-

term and small-scale experiments. Such experiments have

limited ecological relevance as more factors are added and

the scale is increased (Carpenter 1996; Schindler 1998),

and fail in testing the major theories about the natural

world (Weiner 1995). Our approach modeled published

molecular interactions and the relevant mechanisms

responsible for the whole plant responses to ambient and

enhanced UV-B radiation (280–320 nm).

While UV radiation has been a natural environmental

stress factor for organisms since the pre-Cambrian era

(Sagan 1973; Lowry et al. 1980; Rettberg et al. 1998; Cock-

ell and Horneck 2001), it may also have contributed partly

to the diversity of plant species (Lowry et al. 1980; Stafford

1991; Rozema 1999), which led to feedback effects on

atmospheric, terrestrial, and aquatic systems (Kenrick and

Crane 1997). Furthermore, at low levels, UV radiation may

mediate plant acclimation, and influence growth and devel-

opment (Rizzini et al. 2011; Fasano et al. 2014). Technical

difficulties limited experimental research mostly to individ-

ual and subindividual plant levels (DeLucia et al. 2001),

and cannot test how the potential UV-B induced changes

may be amplified across higher ecological scales and

trophic levels (Caldwell et al. 1998; Warren et al. 2002), or

the potential interactions between stratospheric ozone

depletion and global warming (Hartman et al. 2000; Uni-

ted Nations Environment Programme, 2012).

Although there is considerable research regarding the

effects of UV-B radiation on subindividual and individual
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plant levels, we used a modeling approach to integrate

these processes and to examine how changes in molecular

and cellular processes are scaled to effects at the whole

plant level. We modeled the function of an individual

plant by integrating photosynthetic production, respira-

tion, and resource allocation. We examined a variety of

questions that would be difficult to approach through

experimental research, including: (1) What are the most

advantageous strategies for the plant to optimize its

growth and potential fitness? (2) Does UV-B radiation

interact with other environmental factors? (3) What is the

effect of midday photosynthetic depression?

Model Framework

The plant can be viewed as a system that dynamically bal-

ances the resource uptake and use. Plants optimize the

resource allocation by investing resources in such a way

that maximizes the returns, that is, the growth of organs

involved in the acquisition of the limiting resources is

promoted (Bloom et al. 1985; Wayne and Bazzaz 1993;

Bazzaz 1997; Heilmeier et al. 1997; Cockell 1998). In gen-

eral, environmental conditions lead to changes in resource

allocation and storage, with species growing in variable

environments being more plastic in their resource alloca-

tion than plants from more stable environments (Chiar-

iello and Gulmon 1991; Miao et al. 1991; Bazzaz 1997;

Weiner 2004). This pattern may also apply to a compar-

ison of species with an annual (more plastic) versus a

perennial (less plastic) life span. Therefore, the whole

plant is the consequence of its life history (Aphalo 2010).

Photosynthetic fixed carbon is synthesized in carbohy-

drate, then exported to the other plant organs or con-

verted in starch for storage for short- or long-term

carbohydrate plant needs (Smith 2005). The sink strength

of various plant organs regulates the production and allo-

cation of carbohydrates in plants (Cournede et al. 2006;

de Reffye et al. 2008; Mathieu et al. 2009). Growth is in

part controlled by nitrogen (N) uptake. When nitrogen is

not limiting, growth is proportional to the photosynthesis

rate. When N becomes limiting, growth rate slows and

carbohydrates are accumulated as starch (Fichner et al.

1995; Schulze and Schulze 1995). While whole plant car-

bon fixation and nutrient uptake rate are influenced by

environmental conditions, carbon fixation rates vary in

different leaves on the plant, as well as nutrient uptake

rates of different root segments (Bazzaz 1997). The corre-

lation between growth and carbon fixation is generally

weak, in part because of the variability in the cost in

growth due to other resources availability (i.e., type of N

source in soil), and in part as a result of variations in

resource allocation patterns (Korner et al. 1979; Crabtree

and Bazzaz 1993; Bazzaz 1997).

Resource allocation ratios within plant parts changes

with ontogeny (Gedroc et al. 1996; Bazzaz 1997; Weiner

2004), but the annual growth rates of leaves, stems, and

roots appear to follow similar isometric scale across many

seed plant species (Enquist and Niklas 2002; Niklas and

Enquist 2002b). These allometric models consider leaves

as the only photosynthetic organs, and assumed that bio-

mass allocated to reproductive plants was either negligible

or equally drawn from the pools of leaves, stems, and

roots (Enquist and Niklas 2002; Niklas and Enquist

2002b). From the plant architecture perspective, plants

are composed of repeating structural elements, with iden-

tical or similar combination of organs, specific to individ-

ual species (Barthelemy and Caraglio 2007; Nygren and

Pallardy 2008; de Reffye et al. 2008). These confirm the

similar isometric scaling among plant species, at least for

aboveground vegetative organs.

In many species, resource allocation toward reproduc-

tive parts occurs only after the plant reaches a certain

mass, size, or age (Bazzaz and Catovsky 2001). The

importance of mass, size, or age as the trigger of the

reproductive parts growth, depends on the species. Also,

the required size varies with plant age within same plant

species (Schmid et al. 1995; Bazzaz 1997). Regardless of

the trigger mechanism, reallocation of resources toward

reproduction can be complete, gradual, or resource-avail-

ably based (King and Roughgarden 1982a,b; Reekie and

Bazzaz 1987; Bazzaz 1997). Moreover, the allocation to

reproductive organs can exceed the maturation capacity

of plants, and result in abortion of some of the reproduc-

tive organs (Lee and Bazzaz 1982, 1986; Marshall and Ell-

strand 1988; Bazzaz 1997). Allocation toward secondary

metabolites results in resources reallocated from immedi-

ate plant growth, but can result in greater benefits in the

long run (Gayler et al. 2008). For example, secondary

metabolites are the most important leaf constituents that

absorb UV-B radiation and can prevent the bulk of the

incident radiation from reaching the cellular DNA, photo-

systems, and membranes (Robberecht et al. 1980; Koes

et al. 1994; Dixon and Paiva 1995; Winkel-Shirley 2002).

Ultraviolet-B radiation can interfere with the plant

growth and development in several ways. The photorecep-

tor UVR8 mediates UV-B photomorphogenic responses

involved in synthesis of secondary metabolites, DNA

repair and antioxidative defense (Rizzini et al. 2011; Rob-

son et al. 2015) and may be responsible for growth inhi-

bitions (Fasano et al. 2014). Changes in plant growth due

to increased UV-B radiation were associated with stress-

induced morphogenic responses (SIMR), caused by

reactive oxygen species (ROS) production and altered

phytohormone transport and metabolism (Potters et al.

2007), oxidative stress, auxin metabolism and microtubili

organization changes (Robson et al. 2015). Ultraviolet-B
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radiation induced DNA lesions (Sancar 1994; Britt 1995,

1996; Taylor et al. 1997), inhibition of cell division (Gon-

zalez et al. 1998; Rousseaux et al. 2004), and reduced cell

expansion (Wargent et al. 2009; Hectors et al. 2010), or

both (Hopkins et al. 2002; Hoffman et al. 2003). As a

result of accumulation of DNA damage, UV-B radiation

can induce cell cycle arrest, particularly delays in the G1-

to-S transition of plant cell cycle, to prevent division of

cells with damaged DNA (Jiang et al. 2011). These delays

in cell division and expansion may result in significant

reduction in leaf area (Suchar and Robberecht 2015).

Although photosynthetic rates are not well-correlated to

total leaf area (Bazzaz 1997), a reduction in leaf area may

result in reduction in the carbohydrate production of the

plant. Moreover, plant protection against increased UV-B

radiation requires investment of resources in metabolic

processes. For example, increases in UV-B radiation gen-

erally stimulate the species-specific production of sec-

ondary metabolites and results in changes in the quantity

and quality of epidermal absorption (Schmelzer et al.

1988; Li et al. 1993; Dixon and Paiva 1995; Winkel-Shir-

ley 2002). Also, UV-B radiation DNA lesions are repaired

through enzyme-driven repair mechanisms (Sancar 1994),

that might increase the plant metabolic costs.

The UV-B radiation interference with plant photosyn-

thesis is more complex. Many studies conducted under

glasshouse and environmental chamber conditions show

that enhanced UV-B radiation can impair the photosyn-

thesis by affecting the photosystems and phosphorylation

reactions, chloroplast structure, and enzyme activity

(Allen et al. 1998; Sullivan and Rozema 1999; Zhou et al.

2007). Field studies using modulated field radiation sys-

tems that supplement UV-B radiation proportionally to

the ambient UV-B regiment show that enhanced UV-B

radiation has no significant effects on the photosynthesis

(Searles et al. 2001; Bassman et al. 2002; Bassman and

Robberecht 2006; Caldwell et al. 2007).

While increases in leaf respiration were observed when

plants were subject to increased UV-B radiation (Ziska

et al. 1992), there are very few studies investigating this

aspect (Gwynn-Jones 2001; Bassman et al. 2003). The

studies of the effects of increased UV-B radiation showed

increases in respiration rates from 0 to 280% (Gwynn-

Jones 2001; Bassman et al. 2003). The increases in main-

tenance respiration might be due to increases in resource

demands by the plant tissues for protection and repair in

both emerging and mature leaves (Gwynn-Jones 2001).

Since the respiration costs are comparable to the growth

costs over a growing season in herbaceous plants, varia-

tions in those costs can significantly alter the overall plant

growth and productivity (Amthor 1984).

Morphological changes such as reduced leaf area, shoot

mass, and plant height are frequently associated with

enhanced UV-B radiation (Searles et al. 2001; Caldwell

et al. 2003, 2007). Changes in resource allocation and

timing of reproduction has been observed (Demchik and

Day 1996; Koti et al. 2005, 2007), but it is not definitive

that such changes are direct consequences of increased

UV-B radiation or indirect effects caused by diminished

carbohydrates production, or changes in nutrient uptake.

Also, increased UV-B radiation can induce increases in

leaf thickness (Yamasaki et al. 2007), decreases in leaf

thickness (Kakani et al. 2003), or nonsignificant changes

in leaf thickness (Kotilainen et al. 2009). While many of

the initial studies of the effects of UV-B radiation on

plants reported increases in leaf thickness (Bornman and

Vogelmann 1991), analysis of field studies failed to reveal

any significant UV-B radiation induced changes in leaf

thickness (Searles et al. 2001; Ballare et al. 2011).

In general, plants exposed to increased UV-B radiation

exhibit elevated levels of secondary metabolites. The con-

struction costs of flavonoids and related phenolic com-

pounds are generally higher than the average for the leaf

mass (Poorter and Villar 1997), and therefore, may lower

the conversion efficiency of photosynthetic production in

leaf biomass down.

Our research modeled these processes for a hypotheti-

cal generalized flowering plant with simple, planophyllic,

glabrous, green leaves, and integrated the effects of UV-B

radiation on DNA and the consequences on the plant

growth, development and reproduction over one growing

season. This generalized flowering plant allowed us to

model the influence of UV-B radiation under a variety of

scenarios, including variations in growth characteristics

and UV-B irradiance.

Conceptual Model

We chose a process based model to illustrate the effect of

UV-B radiation on the whole plant (Fig. 1). To empha-

size the molecular-to-whole plant integration under vari-

ous levels of UV-B radiation, our model focused on the

whole plant function, instead of the plant architecture.

Leaf angle can greatly influence the daily effective UV-B

radiation dose intercepted by individual leaves. For exam-

ple, vertical leaves may receive about 5–41% less daily

UV-B radiation, depending on the latitude and elevation

(Caldwell et al. 1980). But it can be also true that some

leaves angles will increase the UV-B radiation intercep-

tion. Also, since our UV-B radiation – leaf area model

(Suchar and Robberecht 2015) applies to new growth

only, it can be assumed that self-shading is negligible.

Total leaf area determines the gross primary production.

A fraction of the photosynthetic production is used for

respiration, while the remaining production is

used toward the growth (Haefner 2005). The remaining
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photosynthetic production is differentially allocated

toward plant organs, following the same proposed isomet-

ric rates across the growing season (Enquist and Niklas

2002; Niklas and Enquist 2002a,b). Leaf biomass is corre-

lated with leaf area, leaf area ratio (leaf area per leaf

weight) is species-specific, and respiration rates vary with

the total biomass of the plant. Also light interception is

proportional with leaf area, and carbon and nitrogen

sources and sinks do not interact significantly (i.e., plant

growth is not limited by nitrogen uptake). The UV-B

radiation affects whole-plant growth and development by

interfering with leaf expansion, with photosynthesis pro-

cesses, and respiration (Fig. 1). We considered a generic

plant growing over a local growing season. Light intercep-

tion is proportional with the leaf area and plant leaf

architecture effects were considered negligible.

Ultraviolet-B radiation data were obtained from the

UV-B Monitoring and Research Program (UVMRP) for

10 years 2000–2009, Pullman, Washington, which is a

location that is representative of UV-B radiation for the

northern temperate zone. We used UV-B Langley cali-

brated data, considered more appropriate than lamp cali-

brated data for sunny and dry locations (UVMRP 2010).

Ultraviolet-B radiation data were averaged for the 10-year

period, and for each month of the local growing season

(May–September). Hourly temperature data was obtained

for Spokane, Washington from National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration – National Climatic Data

Figure 1. Conceptual model of UV-B radiation effects on the whole plant.
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Center (NOAA 2011). Ambient, 1.5X, 2X unweighted

UV-B radiation levels were simulated.

Mathematical Model

For the model, the plant was considered to have the fol-

lowing organs: roots (R), aboveground structural organs

(S), such as stems, or sheaths and stolons, leaves (L),

reproductive organs (Ro), and seeds (Sd).

Since the model considers only the plant function,

only the carbon content and its use by different plant

pools was considered (Haefner 2005; Kerkhoff et al.

2005). As the plant architecture was not considered,

and the modularity of plant structure was not an issue,

we modeled the plant growth (i.e., organ appearance)

as continuous (Mathieu et al. 2009) and resulting from

the source-sink relationships presented subsequently.

Total plant production

Under the assumption that leaves are the only photosyn-

thetic organs, total production (P, g time�1) is directly

proportional with the total leaf mass (Enquist and Niklas

2002; Niklas and Enquist 2002a,b):

P ¼ k1ML (1)

Where, ML is the leaf mass of the plant (g), k1 is the plant

mass photosynthetic production rate multiplier (time�1).

Since, generally, the photosynthetic capacity of leaves

exhibit a decline after their expansion (Ackerly and Baz-

zaz 1995; Kitajima et al. 2002), a linear adjustment factor

of the decrease of the photosynthetic capacity with time

was considered (Kikuzawa 1991; Kitajima et al. 2002).

Under the assumption that all leaves in a plant have iden-

tical thickness, eq. 1 becomes:

P ¼ k1k2ALð1� bpdtÞ (2)

Where, AL is the total leaf area of the plant (m2), k2 is

the leaf area ratio (g m�2) –ML = k2AL, bpd is the slope of

the linear photosynthetic capacity decline (time�1), and t

is time.

The total growth of the plant

The total photosynthetic production available for

growth (G, g time�1) is a function of the total produc-

tion (P, g time�1), the maintenance respiration (R,

g time�1) and the production allocated to/from storage

(S, g time�1).

G ¼ P � R� S (3)

Respiration

It was considered that maintenance respiration (R,

g time�1) is a function of total plant mass (MT, g).

R ¼ k3MT (4)

Where k3 is the plant mass respiration rate multiplier

(time�1).

Plant organ growth

In the basic model, we assumed that all production is

allocated to new organ growth from to the common pool

of resources.

Under these assumption, the new growth for a new

plant organs (GO, g time�1) becomes

GO ¼ k4;Ok5;OG (5)

Where, “O” denotes the organ considered (i.e., roots (R),

aboveground structural organs (S), leaves (L), reproduc-

tive organs (Ro), and seeds (Sd)), k4,O (unitless) is the

conversion efficiency in biomass of photosynthetic pro-

duction, and k5,O (unitless) is the percent of total photo-

synthetic production allocated to the growth of plant

organs (Bazzaz 1997; Enquist and Niklas 2002; Niklas and

Enquist 2002a,b; Kerkhoff et al. 2005).

For most species, the plant reproduction is associated

with a critical plant mass (Geber et al. 1997). However,

photoperiod and environmental stress can also initiate

flowering in some species (Putterill et al. 2004). Regard-

less, the minimum mass associated with reproduction can

vary with plant age and resource availability (Bazzaz

1997). Since we considered a generalized plant over one

growing season, we considered that the plant reproduc-

tion is triggered sometime during the growing season,

and we simulated different times of beginning of repro-

duction effect on plant fitness.

For the resource allocation to reproductive parts, we

considered a gradual allocation of resources instead com-

plete allocation of resources toward reproductive parts. In

this case, the percent of total photosynthetic production

allocated toward reproductive parts becomes:

k5;RO ¼
0 if t\ tbr
att if tbr � t\ 1

at

1 if t � 1
at

8<
: (6)

Where, at (time�1) is the linear increase in photosynthetic

production allocation to reproductive parts.

Thus, the proportion of total photosynthetic production

allocated toward fruits and seeds follow the same scenario

portrayed in eq. (6), and it is limited by the resources

available for allocation. The processed is considered to be
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delayed by Mtr (time), the interval necessary for reproduc-

tion (i.e., going from flowers to seeds).

UV-B radiation effects on whole plant
growth and development

The plant model eqs. (1, 2, 4, 5) are adjusted for the

effects of UV-B radiation as follows:

P ¼ k1;UVBk1ML (1.1)

P ¼ k1;UVBk1k2;UVBk2ALð1� bpdtÞ (2.1)

R ¼ k3;UVBk3MT (4.1)

GL ¼ k6;UVBk4;L;UVBk5;LG (5.1)

Where, k1,UVB is an adjustment factor due to the effects

of UV-B radiation on photosynthesis, k2,UVB is an adjust-

ment factor due to effects of UV-B radiation on leaf

thickness, k3,UVB is an adjustment factor due to the effects

of UV-B radiation on metabolic processes, k4,L,UVB is the

conversion efficiency in leaf biomass of photosynthetic

production when plant is exposed to increased UV-B

radiation, and k6,UVB is an leaf growth adjustment factor

due to the effects of UV-B radiation on leaf expansion.

To simulate the UV-B radiation effects on the leaf area,

we used the Suchar and Robberecht (2015) model that sim-

ulates relative leaf area for various UV-B radiation-induced

DNA lesions and rates of photorepair and dark repair.

The variables of interest in our model were UV-B radi-

ation-induced relative changes in organ biomass: MO,UVB/

MO (“O” denotes the organ considered (i.e., roots (R),

stems (S), leaves (L), reproductive organs (Ro), and seeds

(Sd)) for the scenarios considered.

Parameter Estimation

Since we modeled a hypothetical generalized plant, the

parameter estimators considered were means calculated

for large arrays of species. Therefore, many of these values

were obtained from comprehensive plant traits papers

(Poorter and Remkes 1990; Searles et al. 2001; Wright

et al. 2004; Poorter et al. 2009; Kattge et al. 2011), but

not limited to their results.

Total plant production

Under the assumption that leave are the only photosyn-

thetic organs, total production (P, g time�1) is direct pro-

portional with the total leaf mass (Enquist and Niklas

2002; Niklas and Enquist 2002a,b). See eq. 1.

Under field radiation conditions photosynthesis fol-

lows two general patterns: first pattern exhibit an

increase in photosynthesis in the morning until it

reaches saturation, followed by a decrease in the after-

noon; second pattern exhibit a gradual increase in pho-

tosynthesis in the morning, followed by a midday

depression in photosynthesis rates, and another peak in

photosynthesis during the afternoon (Larcher 2003; Xu

and Shen 2005). The proposed causes for the midday

photosynthetic depression include air and leaf tempera-

ture, CO2 concentration, air and soil moisture content,

decrease in leaf water potential, stomatal closure,

increases in respiration, photorespiration and mesophyll

resistance, developmental stage, circadian rhythm, photo-

synthate accumulation, decrease in Rubisco activity and

photochemical efficiency, and enhanced abscisic acid

production (Larcher 2003; Mc Donald 2003; Xu and

Shen 2005; Tay et al. 2007). The second peak in net

photosynthesis is usually not as pronounced as the first

peak (Xu and Shen 2005). Midday depression might be

responsible for decreases in productivity of 30–50% or

more (Xu and Shen 2005). We simulated two theoretical

scenarios: one peak in net photosynthesis, and two-peak

photosynthesis. The maximum net photosynthesis values

ranges from 0.008 to 0.14 h�1 for herbaceous plant spe-

cies, and from 0.003 to 0.03 h�1 for woody species

(Larcher 2003). For our model we considered a mid-

value from the interval of maximum net photosynthesis

range which led to a maximum value for k1 = 0.1 plus

the maintenance respiration (Larcher 2003). To account

for daily changes in photosynthesis, we considered a gen-

eric trend, as follow:

k1 ¼ aTime þ bTime2 (7)

Where time denotes the time step, and ranges from sun-

rise until sunset (adjusted for time of the year), and a

and b coefficients were calculated for the maximum value

for k1 considered, and the time range. Equation coeffi-

cients were adjusted for each month of the growing sea-

son considered.

For the second trend, plant species exhibiting midday

depression, we considered a reduction in photosynthesis

around the midday resulting in an average daily reduction

in photosynthesis of 40% (Xu and Shen 2005). More

specific relationships can be readily substituted for the

species of interest. It is noteworthy that increased UV-B

radiation may reduce stomatal conductance, leading to

decreased plant water-loss rates (Nogues et al. 1998).

Potentially, it may prevent the development of midday

depression, and reduce the severity of drought stress. The

interaction of UV-B radiation and drought stress was not

analyzed in the current simulations.
For 45,733 entries, the average specific leaf area was

calculated to be 0.0166 m�2 g (Kattge et al. 2011), which

leads to a value for the leaf area ratio k2 of 60.24 g m�2.
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The leaf photosynthetic capacity decline rate seems to

be positively correlated with leaf lifespan (Ackerly and

Bazzaz 1995; Kitajima et al. 2002). For leaves with longer

lifespan (>170 days) as those considered in our model,

we considered a loss in photosynthetic capacity of

approximately bpd = 0.1% day�1 or bpd = 0.004% h�1

(Kitajima et al. 2002).

Respiration

Respiration, the fraction of daily production used in the

same time, is sensitive to a series of factors including

nutrient content, growth and photosynthesis rates, tem-

perature, and plant organs (Poorter et al. 1991; Atkin and

Tjoelker 2003; Loveys et al. 2003; Atkin et al. 2005; Lam-

bers et al. 2005). It has been shown that different plant

organs exhibit different respiration rates, and these rates

are species specific (Reich et al. 2008). Since we modeled

a generalized plant, we assumed that the respiration rates

are identical in all plant organs. This assumption might

not be realistic, but the temperature environment below-

ground biomass was not available, and therefore a differ-

entiation between organ respiration rates was not

possible. But, these rates can be easily adjusted in case of

modeling specific species. For the temperature-depen-

dence of respiration, we considered a general Q10 value

of 2.0 (i.e. respiration doubles per 10°C rise in tempera-

ture). While the Q10 respiration value is not constant

and is dependent on the temperature range used in its

calculations and the temperature-response curve used

(Atkin and Tjoelker 2003; Atkin et al. 2005), it was con-

sidered a reasonable approximation since all the other

parameter estimators in the model are generalized values,

averaged over a wide range of species.

Thus, the plant reaches a maximum relative respira-

tion rate at about 50°C, half of the maximum relative

respiration rate at 40°C, and negligible respiration at

0°C. At 20°C, the maintenance respiration rates at the

beginning of the night range from 0.001 to 0.008 g g�1

DM h�1 in deciduous species (Larcher 2003). Also, dur-

ing the night respiration rates continuously decrease by

40–50% until the sunrise (Larcher 2003). A mid-value

was considered. Thus, k3 equals 0.0045 h�1 during the

day and the beginning of the night, and reaches

0.0025 h�1 at daylight, with the linear night decline in

maintenance respiration.

Plant organ growth

The allometric relationships proposed for a broad range

of plant species (Enquist and Niklas 2002; Niklas and

Enquist 2002a,b) suggest biomass allocation ratio for

Leaves (L): Roots (R): Stems (S) of approximately

0.3:0.13:0.57. By combining these values with the values

for the conversion efficiency k4,O of 0.67:0.75:0.69 (L:R:S)

(Poorter and Villar 1997), the estimates for the percent of

total photosynthetic production allocated to the growth

of plant organs k5,O = 0.31: 0.12: 0.57 (L:R:S). For a wide

range of species, the conversion efficiencies k4,O to repro-

ductive organs and seeds are 0.71 and 0.65 (Poorter and

Villar 1997).

We considered that the duration of flowering is about

1–2 weeks, and the fruit growth and seed maturation is

about 1 month. As a result for a May to September grow-

ing season considered, the time of beginning of reproduc-

tion tbr should be at the latest the end of July. These

result in values for tbr = 2160 h�1 and for Mtr = 168–336
h�1.

If we consider a gradual allocation of resources toward

reproductive parts of about 2–4 weeks, the value for the

linear increase in photosynthetic production allocation to

reproductive parts become approximately at = 0.0004

h�1.

UV-B radiation effects on whole plant
growth and development

Since field studies with modulated field UV-B radiation

systems indicated that enhanced UV-B radiation has no

significant effects on the photosynthesis (Searles et al.

2001; Bassman et al. 2002; Bassman and Robberecht

2006; Caldwell et al. 2007), we considered in the model

that enhanced UV-B radiation has no significant effects

on photosynthetic rate.

Increased UV-B radiation can result in increases

(Yamasaki et al. 2007), decreases (Kakani et al. 2003), or

nonsignificant changes in leaf thickness. (Searles et al.

2001; Kotilainen et al. 2009; Ballare et al. 2011). A generic

range for the adjustment factor due to effects of UV-B

radiation on leaf thickness, k2,UVB between 0.75 and 1.25,

was considered for the model calibration and validation.

The studies of the effects of increased UV-B radiation

showed increases in respiration rates from 0 to 280%

(Gwynn-Jones 2001; Bassman et al. 2003). Therefore, we

considered k3,UVB a range of 1–4 as the adjustment factor

due to the effects of UV-B radiation on metabolic pro-

cesses. A final value was inferred from the model calibra-

tion procedures.

In general, plants exposed to increased UV-B radiation

exhibit elevated levels of secondary metabolites. The con-

struction costs of flavonoids and related phenolic com-

pounds are generally higher than the average for the leaf

mass (Poorter and Villar 1997), and therefore, lowers the

conversion efficiency of photosynthetic production in leaf

biomass down. For example, an increase in secondary

metabolites production by 100% will lower the conversion
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efficiency from k4,L = 0.67 to about k4,L,UVB = 0.66 (Poor-

ter and Villar 1997).

For the model of UV-B radiation effects on the leaf

area, we used a Suchar and Robberecht (2015) model that

simulates relative leaf area for various UV-B radiation-

induced DNA lesions and rates of photorepair and dark

repair. The model does not include the regulation of

plant morphology by UVR8 pathway and SIMR. We rec-

ognize that it is a major shortcoming of the model, but it

can only be considered when the quantitative relationship

between UV-B radiation dose and photomorphogenic

responses is better understood.

Modeling Methodology

The model was created in Vensim (Systems 2009). Data

compilation, preparation, and analysis were done in vari-

ous programs such as Microsoft Access, Excel, and R-lan-

guage.

The models were verified for consistency and units, for

correctness of the mathematics and for accuracy of the

conceptual logic (Rykiel 1996), calibrated and validated

(Shugart 1984; Rykiel 1996; Gardner and Urban 2003).

Prior to this, sensitivity analysis procedures were per-

formed (Plentinger and de Penning Vries 1996; Rykiel

1996; Aber et al. 2003).

The variables of interest in our model were UV-B radi-

ation-induced relative changes in organ biomass: MO,UVB/

MO (“O” denotes the organ considered (i.e., roots (R),

stems (S), leaves (L), reproductive organs (Ro), and seeds

(Sd)) for the scenarios considered.

Model Analysis

Sensitivity analysis

The parameter values �25% for the major plant growth

model were used in the model sensitivity analysis. For the

UV-B radiation effects on the plant growth and develop-

ment, the ranges derived for the major model parameters

were used for the allowable limits in the model sensitivity

analysis. The relative biomass of roots, structural organs,

leaves, and mature seeds were measured across the tested

model parameters (Fig. 2).

The sensitivity analysis of the model showed that all

model output variables considered were highly sensitive

to the net production available to growth (production per

leaf mass, and respiration per plant mass), and the pro-

portion of net production allocated to structural organs

and leaves biomass. The measured variables were moder-

ately sensitive to the decline in leaves photosynthetic

capacity in time, the proportion of net production allo-

cated to roots, and the speed of reallocation of resources

from vegetative biomass toward the reproductive biomass.

The relative biomass of roots, structural organs, leaves,

and mature seeds were somewhat or not influenced by

changes in conversion efficiency of net production for

any plant component. Only seed biomass was influenced

by changes in the time required for reproduction. Seed

biomass was relatively more sensitive than root, shoot,

and leaf biomass to changes in decline in leaves photosyn-

thetic capacity with age, and allocation ratio toward roots

and reproductive organs.

The relative biomass of roots, structural organs, leaves,

and mature seeds were highly sensitive to UV-B radiation

induced changes in photosynthetic production and meta-

bolism, but not very sensitive to increases in conversion

efficiency to leaf biomass due to supplemental metabolic

investment in secondary metabolites. The effects of UV-B

radiation on leaf expansion were previously analyzed in

Suchar and Robberecht (2015).

Overall the model is highly sensitive to the variation in

parameters. If species-specific data were used instead, the

sensitivity analysis would have been conducted for combi-

nations of parameters, and smaller deltas. But since the

model was parameterized with averaged data over multi-

ple species, farther sensitivity analysis at this point was

considered unnecessary.

Calibration and validation

Results from meta-analysis studies of the effects of UV-B

radiation on plant characteristics were used in the calibra-

tion and validation process (Searles et al. 2001; Li et al.

2010). Note that since this is a model of a hypothetical

plant, a true validation (i.e., testing the model against

data unused in the construction of the model) is not

Figure 2. Sensitivity analysis: relative change in roots (solid bar),

structural organs (right dash bar), leaves (dotted bar), and mature

seeds biomass (no fill bar). Stars indicate relative changes above the

scale of the plot.
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possible. In this context, validation of the model means

that the output of the model fall within acceptable ranges

proposed by the meta-analysis studies. For field studies

simulating 10–20% ozone reduction and >20% ozone

depletion, the average reduction in aboveground vegeta-

tive biomass ranged from 6% to 9–15%, the average

reduction in shoot biomass ranged from 6% to 16%, the

average reduction in leaf area ranged from 1.4% to 16.8%

(Searles et al. 2001). Nonsignificant changes were

recorded for leaf mass per area and reproductive yield

(Searles et al. 2001). Similar meta-analysis recorded for

10–20% ozone reduction and >20% ozone depletion,

average reduction in total biomass ranging from 7% to

11.7% for herbaceous plant species, and from nonsignifi-

cant to 13.6% in woody plant species, average reduction

in leaf area ranging from nonsignificant to 16.1% and

16.8% in herbaceous and wood plant species respectively

(Li et al. 2010). The changes in root: shoot ratios were

nonsignificant for both ozone depletion categories (Li

et al. 2010). The final values considered for our calibra-

tion and validation of our model, for conditions simulat-

ing 10–20% ozone reduction and >20% ozone depletion,

were the following: for average decreases in aboveground

biomass 6% to 12.5%; for average decreases in leaf area

1.4% to 16.5%; for shoot biomass 6% to 16%; for repro-

ductive yield 0% for both ozone depletion regimes. Since

these averages had 95% confidence intervals of up to

�100%, we considered that if our generic model yields

values within the same order of magnitude with those

considered for calibration, the model is satisfactory. If it

yields values outside these constrains, the model requires

further refinement.

The model was calibrated by an iterative process to

adjust the most sensitive parameters. The calibration pro-

cess suggests that enhanced UV-B radiation may cause

increases in the plant metabolic rates, but may be species

specific as suggested in literature (Gwynn-Jones 2001;

Bassman et al. 2003). Our simulations suggest a 0.5%

increase for UV-B radiation levels corresponding to about

10% ozone depletion, and a 1% increase for UV-B radia-

tion levels corresponding to about 20% ozone depletion.

Our model uses parameter estimators that were averaged

over large numbers of species and experimental condi-

tions, and it was expected to not be able to capture with

a high degree of precision the effects of UV-B radiation

on respiration rates.

The average decrease in aboveground and structural

organs biomass in our simulations for conditions simulat-

ing about 10% and 20% ozone depletion were 4% and

11%, below the values suggested by the literature of 6

and 12.5–16% (Searles et al. 2001; Li et al. 2010), but

within the confidence limits pre-established. The underes-

timation may be due to simulation of single values for

about 10% and 20% stratospheric ozone depletion, while

the studies considered in the meta-analysis (Searles et al.

2001; Li et al. 2010) covered ranges of ozone depletion.

The leaf area predicted by our model, overestimated the

value suggested by the literature (average decrease of

about 4%) for conditions simulating about 10% ozone

depletion, but underestimated the value suggested by the

literature for conditions simulating about 20% ozone

depletion. This suggests that some of the linear relation-

ships used in the model are nonlinear, although it is not

possible to identify which relationship has to be re-evalu-

ated at this time, since our model used averaged values.

The meta-analysis of published studies suggest that

these levels of stratospheric ozone depletion lead to non-

significant changes in the reproductive yield of the species

investigated (Searles et al. 2001). In contrast, our model

simulations showed average decreases in the number of

mature seeds of 5% to 12%, which may result from the

fixed reproduction cycle interval used. If plants optimize

the resource allocation by investing resources in such a

way that maximizes the return (Bloom et al. 1985; Wayne

and Bazzaz 1993; Bazzaz 1997; Heilmeier et al. 1997;

Cockell 1998), it is likely that the reproduction will not

begin at a fixed time in under environmental conditions.

A second source of possible uncertainty in the yield of

mature seed is related to the relationship between net

production demand posed by fertilized flowers ready to

“convert” to seeds and the net production available for

growth. Since our model considered biomass as the mea-

surable unit, it is not possible to evaluate the amount of

net biomass necessary to convert a particular mass of

flowers in a particular mass of seeds. Also, the model

quantifies reproductive of seeds as a mass of seeds, and

does not account for the variation in number of seeds:

mass of seeds ratio.

Even though the source data for our model was rela-

tively heterogeneous, our model was capable of addressing

the objectives and major questions of our study. The

parameter values resulting in the best fit for the models

are given in Table 1. Improved model calibration, opti-

mization and testing can be readily done in Vensim

(2009) when most of these parameters are estimated for

specific species, or more complete experimental data

becomes available.

Results

In addition to the simulations used to analyze the model,

we considered the following scenarios: (1) increased UV-

B radiation in different periods of the growing season, (2)

increased UV-B radiation in combination with different

epidermal absorption spectra and UV-B radiation induced

DNA lesions repair rates, (3) plants growing under three
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temperature regimes under increased UV-B radiation, (4)

effects of expedited/delayed reproduction on plant growth

and reproduction under increased UV-B radiation, and

(5) effects of midday photosynthetic depression in plant

growth under increased UV-B radiation. To investigate

these scenarios, the relative changes in maximum roots,

structural organs, leaves, and mature seeds biomass under

ambient, 1.5X and 2X ambient UV-B radiation regime

were recorded.

The sensitivity analysis indicated that increased UV-B

radiation may decrease net production, resulting from

either increased metabolic rates or reduced photosyn-

thetic rates. Decreases in the conversion efficiency in leaf

biomass, due to increased production of secondary

metabolites, had no significant influence on the vegeta-

tive parts and mature seeds biomass. Also, our model

showed that increased UV-B radiation decreased the bio-

mass of mature seeds, which suggested the probability of

reproductive timing shifts in plants as a response mecha-

nism.

Increased UV-B radiation in different periods of the

growing season simulations showed that plants are more

vulnerable to radiation stress in the first part of the grow-

ing season, and less sensitive to increase UV-B radiation

in the second part of the growing season (Fig. 3). With

fixed timing of reproduction, the biomass of mature seeds

was more sensitive than vegetative biomass, and it was

disproportionally more affected by increased UV-B radia-

tion toward the end of the growing season.

Simulations of increased UV-B radiation in combina-

tion with different epidermal absorption spectra and CPD

repair rates showed that increased metabolism was

responsible for significant decreases in vegetative biomass

and the biomass of mature seeds. The latter was slightly

more affected by exposure to UV-B radiation (Fig. 4).

Species with low CPD photorepair and dark repair rates

were the most vulnerable. Species with high epidermal

UV-B radiation absorption at short wavelengths exhibited

the least growth inhibition even in combination with defi-

cient CPD repair rates, while species with high epidermal

UV-B radiation absorption at long wavelengths were sen-

sitive even when they had high CPD repair rates. Mature

seeds biomass showed slightly stronger declines than the

whole plant biomass.

Table 1. Summary of the model parameters estimators.

Parameter Definition Unit Range Assigned values1

Total mass production

1 k1 Plant mass photosynthetic production rate multiplier Hour�1 See eq. 7

2 k2 Leaf area ratio g m�2 60.24

3 bpd Slope of the linear photosynthetic capacity decline 2 % hour�1 0.004

Respiration

4 k3 Plant mass respiration rate multiplier hour�1 0.0025–0.0045

Plant organs growth

5 k4,R Conversion efficiency in root biomass of photosynthetic production Unitless 0.75

6 k5,R Percent of total photosynthetic production allocated to roots growth Unitless 0.12

7 k4,S Conversion efficiency in structural organs biomass of photosynthetic production Unitless 0.69

8 k5,S Percent of total photosynthetic production allocated to structural organs growth Unitless 0.57

9 k4,L Conversion efficiency in leaf biomass of photosynthetic production Unitless 0.67

10 k5,L Percent of total photosynthetic production allocated to leaf growth Unitless 0.31

11 k4,RO Conversion efficiency in reproductive organs biomass of photosynthetic production Unitless 0.71

12 k5,RO Percent of total photosynthetic production allocated to reproductive organs growth Unitless 0–1

13 tbr Time triggering reproduction Hour 2160

14 at Linear increase in photosynthetic production allocation to reproductive parts Hour�1 0.0004

15 k4,Sd Conversion efficiency in seed biomass of photosynthetic production Unitless 0.65

16 k5,Sd Percent of total photosynthetic production allocated to seed growth Unitless 0–1

17 Mtr Interval necessary for reproduction Hour 168–336

UV-B radiation effects on whole plant growth and development

18 k1,UVB Adjustment factor due to the effects of UV-B radiation on photosynthesis Unitless 0.75–1 1

19 k2,UVB Adjustment factor due to effects of UV-B radiation on leaf thickness Unitless 0.75–1.25 1

20 k3,UVB Adjustment factor due to the effects of UV-B radiation on metabolic processes Unitless 1–4 1.0125|1.025

21 k4,L,UVB Conversion efficiency in leaf biomass of photosynthetic production

under increased UV-B radiation

Unitless 0.66

22 k6,UVB Adjustment factor due to the effects of UV-B radiation on leaf expansion Suchar and Robberecht (2015)

1where appropriate.
2Leaf senescence coefficients were chosen to model identical trends as leaf growth processes, and timed for the ending of the growing season

considered.
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Simulations of the combined effects of temperature and

increased UV-B radiation, showed that the effect of

increased UV-B radiation effect is confounded with the

effects of low temperatures within the range of tempera-

tures considered (Fig. 5). The decrease in vegetative bio-

mass and biomass of mature seeds, for the modeled low

temperature range, was similar for the three levels of UV-

B radiation (ambient, 1.5X and 2X ambient). At the

higher temperature considered, there was an interaction

between temperature and UV-B radiation. Relative to

their growth at ambient temperatures, plants exposed to

increased UV-B radiation exhibited less growth inhibition

than plants exposed to ambient UV-B radiation (Fig. 5

top). Relative to the growth exhibited by plants grown at

ambient temperature and UV-B radiation, plants exposed

to increased UV-B radiation exhibited reduced growth at

ambient temperature, but still higher growth at the higher

temperatures (Fig. 5 bottom). Mature seeds exhibited

similar trends.

Simulations on reproductive timing under increased

UV-B radiation showed maximum delay in the vegetative

biomass of about 5 and 15 days for plants exposed to

150% and 200% UV-B radiation, respectively (Fig. 6).

These delays corresponded with a lack of mature seed

production. The delay in vegetative biomass production

corresponding to the maximum biomass production for

mature seeds ranged from two to five days. Simulations

of the effects of midday photosynthetic depression in

plant growth under increased UV-B radiation showed that

species exhibiting midday depression were less sensitive to

the relatively high doses of UV-B radiation (Fig. 7). At

ambient and 1.5X ambient UV-B irradiance, species with

midday photosynthesis depression exhibited similar

growth inhibition, and at 2X ambient UV-B radiation

levels, they exhibited less growth inhibition.

Discussion

Our simulations suggested that supplemental production

of secondary metabolites leads to nonsignificant changes

in plant biomass. It was suggested that supplemental

investment in secondary metabolites might be a signifi-

cant drain on the plant resources, and inevitably will

affect growth (Johanson et al. 1995; Feldheim and Con-

ner 1996). Our model accounted only for the plant cost

Figure 3. The effect of timing of the increased UV-B radiation event:

relative vegetative and mature seed biomass decrease for plants

exposed to increased UV-B radiation in May, June, July, August, and

September (vegetative biomass-150% UV-B (no fill bar), vegetative

biomass-200% UV-B (gray bar), mature seeds biomass-150% UV-B

(black bar), mature seeds biomass-200% UV-B (dotted bar)).

Figure 4. Effect of increased UV-B radiation in combination with

CPD repair rates combinations (1 = high CPD photorepair rate (HP) –

high CPD dark repair rate (HD), 2 = HP – average CPD dark repair

rate (AP), 3 = HP – low CPD dark repair rate (LD), 4 = average CPD

photorepair rate (AP) – HD, 5 = AP – AD, 6 = AP – LD, 7 = low CPD

photorepair rate (LP) – HD, 8 = LP – AD, and 9 = LP – LD), relative

epidermal absorptance (relative high absorptance at short UV-B

radiation wavelengths: 150% UV-B (no fill bar) and 200% UV-B (gray

bar), equal absorptance at all UV-B radiation wavelengths: 150% UV-

B (black bar) and 200% UV-B (dotted bar), and relative high

absorptance at long UV-B radiation wavelengths: 150% UV-B (left

dash bar) and 200% UV-B (crisscross bar). Horizontal lines indicate

the relative decrease in plant growth due to increased metabolism at

150% UV-B (long dash line) and 200% UV-B (medium dash line).
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in net plant productivity in procuring this extra protec-

tion, without considering the potential higher metabolic

costs to produce it. It is possible that these additional

costs may lead to significant changes in plant biomass

due to the production of secondary metabolites. Regard-

less, the availability of carbohydrates is important in the

trade-off between growth and plant chemical defenses

(Gwynn-Jones 2001), and it has been shown to induce

qualitative changes in UV-B radiation-induced plant sec-

ondary metabolites (Lavola et al. 2003). Also, UV-B

radiation stress-induced morphological responses may be

associated with phytohormone and auxin metabolisms

(Potters et al. 2007; Hectors et al. 2012; Robson et al.

2015). Regardless of the cause, our model clearly showed

that even small changes in carbohydrate budget of the

plant can lead to significant changes in the final plant

biomass (Fig. 4). Moreover, species with more efficient

and/or higher epidermal absorptance are less susceptible

to increased UV-B radiation (Fig. 4). This confirms pre-

vious experimental results that show monocots exhibiting

higher sensitivity to increased UV-B radiation than

dicots (Barnes et al. 1990). No level of DNA lesions

repair rates can compensate for inefficient UV-B epider-

mal absorptance. Since the net production cost of sec-

ondary metabolites does not lead to significant decreases

in plant biomass, and our simulated supplemental pro-

duction in secondary metabolites was substantially higher

than observed values (Barnes et al. 2015; Siipola et al.

2015), it is plausible to assume that investment in pro-

tection to be the most efficient plant response to

increased UV-B radiation. We were unable to identify

the potential metabolic costs associated with secondary

metabolites production or with other cellular processes,

but these aspects may be valuable components of future

models.

The inhibition of seed biomass due to increased UV-B

radiation observed in our simulations contradict the

results of meta-analysis studies (Searles et al. 2001; Li

et al. 2010) that showed nonsignificant changes in the

reproductive yield. This inhibition of seed biomass may

be an artifact of fixed reproductive timing in out model

simulation comparisons. As shown in Figure 5, the delays

in achieving the potential biomass under increased UV-B

radiation are of maximum 5–15 days, and only when seed

reproduction is not achieved. If we consider that the

plant reproduction may be associated with some critical

plant mass (Geber et al. 1997), and that the delays sug-

gested by our model for species that aim to maximize

seed production are much smaller (2–5 days) for the

growing season considered (probably within the natural

variability exhibited within-species), it is possible that

plants response to UV-B radiation stress may be to delay

Figure 5. The effect of temperature on growth: relative growth

under ambient, �5°C and +5°C temperatures. top: the “0” line

represents the plant growth at the ambient temperature in

combination with ambient, 1.5X and 2X UV-B radiation levels. Values

above and below the line are relative to these individual values.

bottom: the “0” line represents the plant growth at ambient

temperature and ambient UV-B radiation values. Values above and

below the line are relative to this unique value.

Figure 6. The effect of reproduction timing on maximum vegetative

and mature seeds biomass for plants exposed to 100% UV-B (solid

line), 150% UV-B (long dash line), and 200% UV-B (medium dash

line) radiation.
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their reproductive timing, and, thus, maximize their fit-

ness.

The timing of the increased UV-B irradiance in the envi-

ronment event seems to be a significant factor (Fig. 3).

Plants exposed to increased UV-B radiation in the begin-

ning of the growing season never recovered to their full

biomass potential; while late growing season increased UV-

B events had proportionally smaller effect. These differ-

ences are not a direct result of UV-B radiation (since the

actual biomass loss early in the season is smaller than late

in the season) but rather a feedback regulation process,

were loss of leaf photosynthetic material early in the sea-

son, results in higher loss of cumulative primary produc-

tion. Plant species are more vulnerable to environmental

stress during their establishment and initial growth period

(Niinemets 2010), and it appears that the effects of UV-B

radiation are also significant during early plant growth and

development. Similar results were observed for (Pisum sati-

vum) matched pair experiments with combinations of low

and high UV-B radiation levels (Gonzalez et al. 1998).

Regardless of the timing of exposure, plants receiving

increased UV-B radiation exhibited reduced vegetative

and/or seed biomass. While other environmental stress fac-

tors may require morphological and physiological

responses to stress conditions (e.g., changes in root: shoot

ratio, and/or quantitative/qualitative changes in solute con-

tent and concentrations) at the expenses of the vegetative

growth, our model suggests that the observed growth inhi-

bitions may be a result of the delay in growth and the tim-

ing of the delay, rather than resource availability (note that

supplemental production of secondary metabolites do not

seem to lead to significant reductions in plant growth and

development).

Our model suggests a clear interaction between temper-

ature and UV-B effect (Fig. 5). For the temperature range

considered, plants exhibited similar relative decreases in

biomass at lower temperatures for all three levels of UV-B

radiation. Plants exposed to higher temperatures exhibited

less relative growth inhibition than plants exposed to

ambient UV-B radiation (Fig. 5 top), and showed higher

relative growth at higher temperature than plants exposed

to ambient temperature and UV-B (Fig. 5 bottom).This

confirms some experimental results that showed that

increases in growing temperature overcompensated for

the UV-B radiation effects in maize and sunflower (Mark

and Tevini 1997), but they are different from studies on

Populus tremula (European Aspen) that showed essentially

no increased UV-B radiation effect at low temperatures,

and significant growth inhibitions at higher temperatures

(Randriamanana et al. 2015). Since our generalized plant

model was parametrized for annuals, it is possible for the

simulation results to confirm the observed trends in

annual species, and not be similar in all plant growth

forms. If correct, our results may suggest that potential

increased temperatures due to global change processes

might effectively disguise the effects of potential increased

UV-B radiation. The disparity between the effect of UV-B

radiation at high temperatures and low temperatures may

be an artifact of the particular low ambient temperatures

considered in our model, and characteristic for our

region. Simulated low temperatures reduced the photo-

synthetic production to very little. Therefore, UV-B radia-

tion- induced growth inhibitions were very small

proportional with the potential growth. The high temper-

atures simulated actually increased the photosynthetic

production, and the UV-B induced inhibitions were pro-

portionally higher. This suggests that increases in UV-B

radiation effects may be more visible in highly productive

systems, while in low productive plant associations, these

effects may be more subtle.

Similar results are suggested by the smaller UV-B radia-

tion growth inhibition exhibited by species with midday

photosynthetic depression (Fig. 7). These results suggest

that, generally, any environmental conditions that inhibit

photosynthetic production or growth during the midday

in particular, and growth in general, will lead to less pro-

nounced UV-B radiation induced effects. This confirms

the results of many studies showing that UV-B radiation

and drought may have confounding effects (Nogu�es and

Baker 2000; Alexieva et al. 2001). Research also indicated

that UV-B radiation and water stress may have synergistic

effects (Bjorn et al. 1997), and the addition of UV-B radi-

ation treatments to drought conditions may have benefi-

cial effects (Balakumar et al. 1993). While we can see how

Figure 7. The effect of midday photosynthetic depression on

maximum vegetative and mature seeds biomass. Plants without

midday depression and exposed to 100% (solid line), 150% (long

dash line) and 200% (medium dash line) UV-B radiation. Plants with

midday depression and exposed to 100% (short dash line), 150%

(dotted line) and 200% (dot and dash line) UV-B radiation.
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the synergistic effects can emerge from our model under

certain combinations of UV-B and drought simulations,

the conditions that might lead to beneficial effects are not

fully understood quantitatively and were not included in

the model structure. The reason for this merged effect

may be due to the nature of UV-B radiation induced

plant growth inhibition. The accumulation of high

enough UV-B radiation-induced DNA lesions that inhibit

plant growth occurs during the midday and early after-

noon. If other environmental conditions prevent growth

during the same period of the day, the effect of UV-B

radiation cannot be separated. The effects of UV-B radia-

tion on leaf model used (Suchar and Robberecht 2015)

does not include the photomorphogenic responses to

UV-B radiation, which may regulate the gene activity

responsible for secondary metabolites production and

photorepair of DNA lesions, and may inhibit leaf cell

expansion. If these photomorphogenic effects are highly

sensitive to the UV-B radiation dose, and respond readily

to changes in the radiation regime, it is possible that the

observe effects of daytime environmental driven growth

inhibitions and the effects of the UV-B radiation are con-

founding. If photomorphogenic responses are less plastic,

it is possible that the interaction between the daytime

environmental driven growth inhibitions and the effects

of the UV-B radiation are less significant.

Overall, our model suggests that the effects of UV-B

radiation in natural conditions might be less evident as

previously thought and may be more in accordance with

the results of the latest review studies. Many conditions,

such as temperature and humidity can effectively mask

the effects of UV-B radiation. Moreover, while some envi-

ronmental factors effects can be cumulative with UV-B

radiation effects, other factors might actually prevent the

UV-B radiation to have observable effects to the plant

growth (e.g., midday photosynthetic depression and mois-

ture).

We recognize that some of the parameters estimated

were derived from unduplicated research, and research

that simulated unrealistic conditions. Also, we recognize

that the noninclusion of the regulation of plant morphol-

ogy by UVR8 pathway and SIMR hinders the model pre-

dictive power. But this can only be considered when the

quantitative relationship between UV-B radiation dose

and photomorphogenic responses is better understood.

Moreover, species specific model parameter estimates are

necessary. We believe that the direction of the enhanced

UV-B effects are essentially correct, although the pre-

sented magnitude of the effects may not be precise.

Because of the model framework, we can continue to

refine the model as new relevant research becomes avail-

able for greater understanding of how UV-B radiation

affects organisms.

Conclusions

Our model is the first to integrate the effects of increased

UV-B radiation through molecular level processes and

their consequences to whole plant growth and develop-

ment. We modeled the effects of UV-B radiation at

molecular level, and proposed the possible mechanisms

that lead to the observed whole plant dynamics. Enhanced

UV-B radiation significantly inhibited plant growth by

delaying leaf expansion processes and increasing plant

metabolic rates and/or reducing the photosynthesis rate.

The costs of effective epidermal UV-B radiation absorp-

tive compounds did not result in any significant changes

in plant growth, but any associated metabolic costs can

effectively reduce the potential plant biomass. The model

showed significant interactions between UV-B radiation

effects and temperature and any factor leading to inhibi-

tion of photosynthetic production or plant growth during

the midday, but the effects were not cumulative for all

factors. Vegetative growth was significantly delayed in

species that do not exhibit reproductive cycles during a

growing season, but vegetative growth and reproductive

yield in species completing their life cycle in one growing

season did not appear to be delayed more than 2–5 days,

which is probably within the natural variability of the life

cycles for many species. A review of the relevant literature

showed a wide range of values for the key parameters.

Moreover, certain parameter values were inferred only

from the calibration process. However our model allowed

the testing of several to examine a variety of questions

that were difficult to approach through experimental

research.
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